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ECONOMY

Note:  I am expecting that there will be two or more phases to energy descent.  Phase one, which is beginning: rising energy and food prices, but still available.  The main consequences in the US are to the general economy.  Per Hirsch, 1% shortage leads to about 1% reduction of GDP vs what would otherwise have been.  Problem:  how to tell magnitude of shortage.  I need price vs GDP.
Phase two, shortages and price rises of a magnitude which in effect make liquid fuels unavailable to most Americans.  

ASSESSMENT

There is a wealth of information about the city’s economy.  The key facts are that SF depends on services performed by highly educated professionals and exported, and upon the “experience” sector (tourism).  Even the “knowledge” sector depends on the experience sector, because our attraction to tourists is fundamentally based on the city experience, and that is the same “feel” that attracts the (affluent) highly educated to live and found businesses in the city.

SF produces essentially none of its food, raw materials, or manufactured goods.  It subsists on its trading relationships.  Our plan will be to identify key survival industries and foster them.

Thus, there is an economic incentive, as well as a social one, to maintaining a vibrant arts scene, fun and walkable neighborhoods, and easy access to them.  Moreover, it is important to continue to live up to our image as unique.  Thus, peak oil is an opportunity for this city to take advantage of its head start, and be the destination for car-free travelers.

SF economy, by sector:
		Financial, insurance, real estate 
		2006 employment per Census was 41,667
	 *Experience
		SF Convention and Visitors Bureau 2006 stats:
		   15.8 million visitors, of which 4.14 million were local day-trippers
		   Spent $7.76 billion in SF, $1.23 billion from locals
		   Employment 68,652, mean annual wage $26,656
		In 1995, USDoT estimated that 20% of air travel was for leisure travel.
	 Manufacturing
		In 2002, 15,566 employees, $3.6 billion sales .  (US Census)
		     Mean annual wage  $31,400
		Apparel: 5,572 employees, $2.2 billion sales, mean wage $24,142
	*Knowledge sector
		QB3 and tech sectors
		Highly paid, but top heavy
		Tend to move out of SF as soon as get big enough to higher mid-level employees
		Per Census Bureau, information sector has 35,100 employees, mean wage $67,215
	    How many computer server arrays?
	 Construction
		Per Census, 2006 employment was 15,856.
	 Retail
		In 2002 (US Census), 42,032 employees, $8.9 billion sales
		Mean wage $25,650 annually.  Dropped to 34,772 employees in 2006.

	Back Street Businesses/Production, Distribution, and Repair
		Low employee-to-square-foot ratio
		Need for skilled labor
		Competes for “industrial space” with newer industries, s. as bioscience, digital
			 media
		Most are in eastern neighborhoods; see eastern neighborhood plans
		36% of employees have high school or less education
		Pays better than experience sector
		More non-white than other business sectors

*Drivers of SF economy, per Economic Strategy Report (November, 2007)

  Export base:
	Financial & investment contracts		$  7.32 billion
	Banking					$  5.39
	Management (corporate headquarters) 	$  3.10 billion
	Real estate					$  2.86
	Legal services					$  2.56
	Advertising services				$  1.64 billion
	Engineering services				$  1.49 billion
	Information services				$  1.41 billion
	Other						$  6.66 billion
		Total					$32.43 billion

 [Worldwide, oil is 4% of GDP.  Energy purchases are 8% of US GDP.]

SF Budget:
    Revenues (excluding agencies with proprietary funding, such as MTA, Hetch Hetchy, the airport):
	Sales tax = $108 million (4% of general fund revenues)
		In 2006, sales taxes on gasoline sales accounted for approximately $15 million
			 (0.5 % of general fund revenues)
	Hotel tax = $143 million (5.4%)
	Payroll tax = $337 million (12.7%)
	Property taxes = $888 million (33.5%)
	Utility users tax = $79 million (3%)
	Parking tax = $36 million (1.4%)
	Garages - parks and rec = $9 million (.3%)
	Revenues from Federal and CA governments = $663 million (25%)
		Total revenues = $2.6 billion  (06-07 fiscal year)

    Expenses: Bernie

Vulnerable populations:
   47,130 families with incomes less than $50,000 per year in 2006.
   10.6% of families with children are under the poverty level in 2006.
   Median household income, 2006 = $65,497
   Per capita income, 2006 = $41,734


	Low income households have high implicit discount rates for energy efficiency expenditures, that is, they are more likely to buy cheaper up-front, less efficient models
than wealthier households (per Train 1985, quoted in IEA paper on energy efficiency).
The same study found (surprise!) resistance to investment in energy efficiency measures in
rental housing, where there is a split incentive.  That is, landlord makes investment decisions,
tenant pays energy bill.  CA CEC study found rental buildings ½ to 2/3 as likely to have
energy efficiency improvements such as low-flow showerheads, insulation, programmable
thermastat.

Per Economic Strategy Report, SF is in the forefront of a Bay Area-wide trend.  There is an inflow of highly educated workers, and of minimally-educated ones, with an outflow of the middle class.  The city and the area are in danger of having a barbell-shaped income and education distribution.  This is, of course, part of a national trend toward income polarization.

SF is particularly subject to asset poverty.  “Only” 10% of San Franciscans have incomes below the poverty level, but per the Asset Poverty Initiative California, 37% are in asset poverty.  This is presumably because of the high cost of living, particularly the high cost of housing.  Asset poverty rates amoung African-Americans = 59%, among Latinos = 56%.  This puts many San Franciscans vulnerable to economic shocks.

Employment by large employers has been falling since the 1970s, when it was double what it is today.  Self-employment has soared, possibly partly in response to the demise of the city’s gross revenue tax, while the payroll tax continues.

VULNERABILITIES

Effect of Rising Oil Prices
  Per IMF paper (Elekdag, et. al. 3/25/08), OPEC spare capacity is less than 3% as of 2005.
    Because in the short term, both supply and demand are extremely inelastic, the additional
    demand from Asia is driving prices up rapidly.  

  Per Davis & Haltiwanger (2000), the effect is asymetric; oil price rises cost more jobs than
	oil price declines create.  Interestingly, energy intensity (energy costs as a percent of
	shipments does not seem to be the main factor on job destruction, though a key factor in
	job creation.  However, this study examined the response to price shocks, not long-term
	price rises.

  SF Economy:  May initially benefit in Phase one, as driving is more expensive.  SF is reachable without car.  Note 3% increase in ridership of Bart and Caltrain since 2007.
	Financial - Gen’l economy
	Experience:
	     Tourism
		Local - may rise, as long distance vacations become more expensive
		International - may initially be stable, as dollar falls, but air fares rise.  Later will 
			fall with sharply rising air fares.  However, air travel seems to be very
			inelastic.
		Domestic non-local - unstable, as falling dollar cuts Americans’ ability to travel
			abroad, then rising air fares make long distance travel ever more
 			unaffordable.
	     Convention - Double hit, as economy sags and air fares rise.
		Meet with convention and tourism bureau
	Manufacturing - fuel for mfg?
	Knowledge - Relatively invulnerable, at least in phase one
	Construction - gen’l economy
	Retail - Subject to downturn with general economy.  In addition, mix will shift.
	Back Street Business - more energy-intensive than other businesses.  More local, so cannot
		 maintain profits by overseas sales.

	Water-based transport will become more important.  Rail will also increase in importance.
		Task force to study riviving these two??

Distribution within SF
	How to do local deliveries?  Use Bart and Muni tracks at night?

How to get necessities other than food to SF  (Will this be a significant problem?)
		(Need % of cost that is shipping?)
	Clothing 
	Construction materials
	Medicines
	Computer equipment


Vulnerable populations:
	Many lower income resdents work in experience sector.
	Back street businesses - 
		There are 10,000 of these businesses, with 70,000 employees 

  How many below-national-median-income people are there in SF?

Inflation
	Many studies document lack of connection of oil prices and general inflation. 
	Thus, major effect will be economic - due to falling GDP.
  	
BEST CASE SCENARIOS

  San Fran as ideal post-carbon city - electric public transport, transit to burbs, victory gardens,
     economy built on biotech and ______________________??
  SF sees a renaissance of trading by water, and a rebirth of its working waterfront.  We should
	 plan for this.
  Plus great neighborhoods!
  Identify most energy efficient building height and create code to encourage it.
Per Rocky Mountain Institute [Energy Resourec Investment Strategy for SF, p. 159, based on a 2002 study of energy programs in the southwestern US], energy efficiency measures create jobs.  RMI estimates the creation of 250 jobs per year by a crash program of efficiency, partly directly, but mostly through the benefit to the economy.  {Check with Ted Egan.}

  Identify natural cottage industries, and begin to create them.  Portland is working to create bicycle building industry.  Could we do electric bikes?  Electric mopeds?
  Identify critical life-support goods, and begin to create them locally.
  Carbon tax:  Many have proposed the imposition of a carbon tax, possibly as a substitute for the
	 payroll tax.  However, most proposals exclude gasoline from the tax.  A tax on carbon
	 other than gasoline would essentially be a tax on natural gas.  To replace the payroll tax, it
	 would need to be 84¢ per therm.  The average SF household uses ___________  OK, I use
	 115 therms per year for a one bedroom apt with gas cooking, but using virtually no heat 
	 requirement, which would be a tax of $97.
  Feedback on usage is vital!  How to create?

  Revitalized eastern waterfront as industrial center, building on the concentration of back street businesses there now.

RECOMMENDATIONS
	Make Peak Oil a major criterion in capital planning program review and priority-setting.
	Make rising oil prices an input to economic analysis by city departments.
	Localization:
		Elected neighborhood councils
		Neighborhood plans - taking peak oil into account
		Should we try to manufacture more basic stuff in SF, or within 100 miles?
		LBE - better enforcement of local minimums, meet with Chris Iglesias

	Electrify virtually all Muni routes.
	Eliminate all new parking requirements
	Use Bart tracks at night for delivery trains?
	Strengthen workforce strategy to train non-college workers for knowledge sector jobs, 
		(SF Works? CityBuild - training to build to LEED specs)
		Don’t forget to canvass local businesses as to their needs for trained workers.
	Build employment around QB3. 
	Strengthen public transit to QB3 and other non-downtown job centers, particularly the
		 back-street businesses.
	Encourage businesses to locate near wharfs, because barge traffic will make a comeback.
	Implement recommendations of Back Street Business Advisory Board
	Strengthen local preference in city purchasing.
	Guard industrial zoning, particularly near rail and water transport.
	Educate businesses about coming crisis.  Meet with Sean Randolph of the Bay Area
		 Council Economic Institute.  Work on possible business conference for
		this summer.  
	Have charrette with ?New Voice of Business? ?Chamber of Commerce?  ?Committee on 
		Jobs?  ?Small Business CA?
	Check out “Fiscal Wake-Up Tour” by David Miller
	Is there a restaurant owners’ association to meet with?
	Presidio MBA (Green MBA) - Dominican U - What is this?

Contact Neighborhood Associations, business associations
Is anyone working on Peak Oil at Sierra Club?  (Ask Kathleen)

Note that Berkeley has “Political Economy and Natural Resources” major.  Do they have symposia?

Discuss with clean-tech task force?

How many barge piers does SF have?  Can we barge stuff from interior, Oakland, Portland?
What is mileage per ton of truck, barge, train, long-distance ship?

Discuss with Annalee Saxenian, Prof of regional economics, UC Berkeley.
	Kellie A. McElhaney, UCB, Center for Responsible Business
	Daniel Esty, Yale Center for Business and the Environment?

  Vulnerable populations:

	Can we use local currency to ensure basic living standard of local poor?
		 Tom Greco, reinventingmoney.com

	Budget:  The People’s Budget, Esther Morales (Ask John Avalos of Chris Daly’s ofc for
			contact info
	Green jobs:  Raquel Pender-Hughes, SF State
		Details of SF City College pgm - Jennifer Matz (City Build?  SF Works?)
	Use of Enterprise Zones?
	Enforcement and strengthening of local hiring laws?
	How do we keep our vulnerable populations from being shipped out to Oakland and
	    beyond?
  	Can we target low-income for distributed energy installations?  Pilot co-gen program!

